We see ICT as an enabler for teaching and learning in a modern and progressive curriculum. Our solutions give schools the confidence to focus on curriculum delivery and raising levels of attainment, rather than on the IT administration.

Viglen’s dedication to achieving excellence in ICT in education is reflected in accreditations and approved supplier status on multiple frameworks. Our partnerships with key industry leaders ensure we can select the very best technology and tailor every solution to meet your exact requirements.

The Government has issued its vision for making ICT more environmentally sustainable. The education sector and their ICT partners have a role to play in achieving this vision. By providing innovative, long term ICT solutions, we can help you reduce your impact on the environment.

We deliver solutions that not only provide the tools to help you raise levels of attainment but also enable your school to achieve your environmental targets too.

Bordan Tkachuk,
Chief Executive Officer, Viglen
We recognise that every school has its own unique requirements. Whatever your need, we can design a managed service for your school.

**IT’s Viglen’s Managed Services**
Viglen can provide a managed service tailored specifically to your school’s needs. This could be as simple as the deployment of a few PCs or as complex as the design, implementation, management and support of your school’s entire ICT resource.

Our goal is to provide the best ICT resources for the school. Viglen really listened to our needs and the solution they suggested meets them perfectly.

Michael Gobey, IT Manager, Jubilee International High School

**IT’s Personal**
A Viglen service is flexible, fast, friendly and efficient and is designed to make system management hassle free and allow you to reap the educational benefits of your ICT investment.

Viglen offer support on all major operating systems, industry standard hardware and software including legacy equipment.

**IT’s Choice**
We’ve designed a variety of managed service options specifically for schools. These range from ‘Basic Support’ up to a comprehensive network managed service, ‘Support Plus’.

These services enable you to transfer much of the day-to-day network management responsibility and risk to Viglen – allowing you to concentrate on your educational outcomes rather than IT trouble shooting.

**IT’s Support**
If a full managed service is not for you then Viglen also offers a range of support services to fulfil your individual requirements. Our highly trained schools engineers form the basis of the on-site services that supplement our telephone and remote support.

We offer scheduled engineering days to do routine management, network health summaries to provide a snapshot of the condition of your network, as well as ‘emergency’ response days for critical issues that threaten to disrupt the efficient running of your school.
Listening to schools feedback, we’ve developed a choice of designs and functionality in our PCs to support primary pupils, advanced students and head teachers alike.

**IT’s Desktop Diversity**
Flexibility is integral to Viglen’s ICT offerings. Our Genie range features a variety of chassis designs including a choice of Intel® Core™ i3/i5/i7 processors and motherboards with excellent support for the latest versions of Microsoft® Windows®.

We’ll guide you through the choice of the most appropriate components and peripherals to build the ideal computer for the most important user of all – you.

Flexibility is mirrored in our Genie Ultra range, featuring the same choice of motherboards and processors teamed with innovative, integral monitor stands to maximise desktop space and ease of deployment.

The Omnino 5 is the latest model from Viglen’s acclaimed all-in-one range, featuring a striking design which matches its performance. By combining PC and display into a single unit, Viglen has minimised the desktop footprint of the Omnino 5 while maximising performance and flexibility through a full range of Intel® Core i3, i5 and i7 processors and a choice of feature-rich and value-oriented motherboards. 22” and 23” standard and touch screen options increase the versatility to enable the Omnino 5 as a truly versatile desktop which looks as good as it performs.

**IT’s Portable Priorities**
Viglen’s partnership status with international mobile specialists Toshiba enables us to reflect the same degree of flexibility, performance and versatility in our support for mobile users.

Whether you need the performance and manageability of the Tecra range or the specialisation of the Portégé, Viglen will help you select the best notebook/tablets for every user in your school.

We’ll also provide expert advice about approved accessories and wireless configurations to enable you to get the most out of your mobile investment.

**IT’s Sustainable Computing**
With Viglen, environmental responsibility is built-in. We were the first UK PC manufacturer to advertise a specialist energy-aware range and green development is now part of all our products.

Whether you look at the Energy Star approvals on the PCs themselves, our recycled and reusable packaging or our partnership with like-minded innovators of green technology you can be confident that Viglen’s computers support you and your environment.
If you want to give your students every advantage (especially Microsoft Student Advantage!), then you need to talk to our dedicated team of software licensing experts

Our aim is to provide our customers with access to easy-to-use, feature-rich, industry standard software at affordable prices, and more importantly with the complexities of vendor licensing programmes taken care of by our team of experts.

Customers wanting to develop creativity within their organisations need look no further than Viglen. We can provide software solutions that enable you to stay productive and maintain that competitive edge. From quick-to-set-up, scalable and customisable enterprise ICT management software, to application streaming software, to laptop tracking software, we have something for everyone. These products are available across a range of different vendor licensing programmes and can include single or multi product volume licences, annual site licences, flexible licences for networks or classrooms. They can be perpetual, annual or monthly subscriptions. They can be licensed on-premise or in the cloud.

We can also work with you to make software licences available to your end users through a range of software portals, including our comprehensive Student Software Portal where students, staff and parents can purchase both mainstream and curriculum applications at appropriate education prices and can have immediate access to some of these applications via digital downloads.

In addition to our generic Student Software Portal, we’re also beginning a new programme for 2014 where we will work with academic institutions to create bespoke student stores based on specific requirements.

We can also work with you to make a range of software products available to staff only via our “Work at Home” software portals. We have around 300 such stores now in operation, each of them servicing the individual need of the institution and currently process around 2500 orders per month.

Microsoft

One of the reasons Viglen has been so successful as a Microsoft partner is that we truly believe in being a “Value Added Reseller”. In the current market it is difficult to put a value on service but having held a large proportion of our 1000+ annuity customers across the education sector for over a decade, we know that our customers identify with us being a VAR. It has helped us to have one of the most stable teams in the industry – the same team members for over fourteen years – so our customers have evolved with us and know their Microsoft agreements are in safe hands.

As the leading Microsoft education LSP (Licensing Solutions Partner) and the second highest ranked LSP servicing the entire UK education sector, we can guarantee that you’ll get the very best advice so come and talk to us today about:

- Microsoft EES (Enrolment for Education Solutions)
- Microsoft OVS-ES (Open Value Subscription – Education Solutions)
- Microsoft School Agreement
- Microsoft Student Advantage (Office 365 Professional Plus for Students)
- Microsoft Office 365 Plans for Education

For more information contact the Viglen Software Licensing team on Tel: 01727 201 890
Email: softwarelicensing@viglen.co.uk

For more information please call 01727 201 820 or email schools@viglen.co.uk or visit www.viglen.co.uk/school
Viglen prides itself on delivering flexible servers and networking solutions because where schools are concerned, one size doesn’t fit all.

**IT’s Infrastructure**
Viglen specialise in delivering ICT infrastructure projects to schools, academies and local authorities. This means we understand the constraints and pressures that are individual to your environment.

We can create balanced server and networking solutions, catering not only to your ICT needs today, but also providing the tools to grow your ICT provision in the future.

Our flexible approach to ICT infrastructure allows for organic growth, nurturing new technology and embracing your legacy equipment, enabling you to make the best use of your ICT budget.

**Intel® Country Leader**
Viglen works directly with Intel®’s global development teams. We receive advance information on innovation and product availability allowing us to provide you with unparalleled pre-sales advice and product support. Building on the success of our relationship with Intel®, Viglen servers are designed to maximise performance, dependability and manageability, providing a low total cost of ownership.

For your ease of mind, all Viglen servers are now supplied with a three year next business day warranty backed by our dedicated team of support professionals and engineers.

**IT’s End-to-End Service**
Viglen’s reputation as a supplier of exceptional server and storage solutions is unparalleled at all levels, from the ubiquitous departmental file server to some of the UK’s most powerful High Performance Computer clusters and storage arrays.

We can also provide end-to-end ICT and networking services including consultation, design, supply, installation, integration and ongoing support for Viglen and third-party equipment.

When you buy into our expertise, you’re in good company. Viglen’s status is reflected in its appointment as a certified supplier under the terms of the National Server and Storage Agreement (NSSA). This purchasing framework offers universities and other affiliated members the ability to procure server and storage products with consistent competitive pricing.

School Network

For more information please call 01727 201 820 or email schools@viglen.co.uk or visit www.viglen.co.uk/school
Our expertise guides you every step of the way, ensuring a tailored storage solution that meets your needs.

**IT’s Storage Solutions for Schools**

Our approach to providing storage solutions is to first understand the underlying issues that need addressing. This need could simply be for more capacity to cope with your growing data requirements or a tiered storage solution with snapshots, backup and off-site replication.

Whatever your needs, we can design a solution for you. With years of expertise in defining, installing, implementing and supporting storage projects of all sizes, our storage experts can help you at every stage of your project.

By selecting the very best technology from industry leading vendors, including Hitachi Data Systems, Quantum, Tandberg Data, Symantec, DataCore, QLogic, Cisco, Brocade, Emulex and HP, we ensure that every storage solution is tailored to meet your needs - rather than your needs being tailored to fit our storage solutions.

Leveraging our relationships with all these suppliers enables us to build a complete heterogeneous solution offering maximum flexibility, whilst still remaining easy to manage, maintain and support.

Once the solution is defined, we project manage the procurement, delivery and installation process ensuring that everything arrives on time, within budget and is ready for our engineers to start installing the solution. This minimises the on-site disruption and ensures a smooth implementation.

When the installation is complete and your administration and support staff have been trained. Our ongoing support ensures that you have a single point of contact for any issues.

Viglen’s staff are always available on the end of a phone and we have found the level of email-based support on offer very useful. Even the sales staff are in regular contact with us, they didn’t walk away at the end of the project.

Rob Crawley, Head of Curriculum ICT, Kesgrave High School

This ensures the smooth running of your storage assets and keeps costs controlled.

With Viglen, it’s about providing you with the whole solution. From first concepts, mapping of requirements, delivery and installation through to training and ongoing support. We will ensure that you get the solutions that best meets your needs.

---

For more information call the Viglen Storage Group on 0161 929 5282 or email vsg@viglen.co.uk

For more information please call 01727 201 820 or email schools@viglen.co.uk or visit www.viglen.co.uk/school
Viglen ClassLink™ - empowering teachers with control of ICT in their classrooms.

**ClassLink™ 11 new features:**
- SharePoint 2013-based running on Windows Server 2012 and SQL 2012
- Supports Windows 8, Windows 7 and legacy XP client machines
- New version of Remote Learning
- Mobile device support including iOS and Android
- Now integrates with the schools MIS system for user creation

**ClassLink™ Core Services**
At the heart of ClassLink™ Core Services encompasses the key elements of the ClassLink solution:
- A stable and secure network environment, “out of the box”
- User Account Management – including bulk processing tools
- ClassLink™ Remote Learning – New version of the feature rich teaching tool, allows teachers to maximise the use of ICT in the classroom

**ClassLink™ Bolt-On Modules**
Microsoft SharePoint increases flexibility and interoperability with ClassLink™ Elements and third party products. The customer only pays for what they need and can choose to bolt-on additional modules as their needs grow.

**Modular design**
ClassLink™11’s modular design offers a “Pay as you grow” approach, ensuring you only pay for the modules you need, allowing you to expand the capabilities of your ClassLink™11 network as your needs increase.

**ClassLink™11 Core Services:**
- Secure Network Environment
- User account Management (inc. Bulk Processes)
- Remote Learning for classroom control and support

**Additional modules include:**

**Login audit:**
- Audit User access to ClassLink™ 11 Network
- Produce user Access Reports

**Print quota:**
- Control of printer access rights
- Allocates printer credits to users
- Report on printer use

**Application audit:**
- Determine which applications are used, when, where, how often and by which users. Ensuring optimum license utilisation

**Internet access/log:**
- Restrict Access by user type*
- Report on internet usage
- Police and enforce acceptable use policy

**Exchange module:**
- Bulk Mailbox Administration Tools

**Terminal services:**
- Remote Access to the ClassLink™11 network, enabling anytime, anywhere learning

* Requires compatible external firewall (WatchGuard)

Call the Viglen Schools Team now to discuss how we could meet the demands of your classrooms
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